A semiempirical theory is presented to calculate free-energy diagrams of glass-forming alloys. The theory is based on the enthalpy of formation of the solid solution expressed as a sum of two contributions:
I. INTRODUCTION Growing efforts have been devoted to the promotion of a better understanding of the glass-formation ability (GFA) of metallic alloys (see, e.g. , the recent review by Jackie' and '' and Liou and Chien, " by examining the published reports on the glass formation range of a large number of binary systems, have found that the minimum solute concentration necessary to obtain amorphous alloys by rapid quenching is inversely related to the atomic-volume mismatch. On the other hand, Liu' has Another approach to the question of the GFA has been developed by Alonso and co-workers' ' using a two-dimensional map formed by thermochemical coordinates. In a recent paper published by these authors, ' they use the heat of mixing in the liquid state and the size-mismatch contribution to the heat of formation of the solid solution, calculated from elasticity theory, to construct glass-forming maps. These maps are able to perfectly separate amorphous and nonamorphous alloys which have been treated by ion beam mixing and laserquenching techniques. Thermochemical coordinates were also successfully employed by the authors to predict solid solubility in equilibrium alloys ' ' and to differentiate between substitutional and interstitial solute positions in dilute alloys obtained by ion implantation. To calculate the integral terms in Eqs. (7) and (8) ' gives the best agreement with the experimental data. In spite of this result, it must be said that the use of better approximations than that provided by Eqs. (9) and (10) 
In the calculations performed in this paper with Eqs. (2), (11), and (12), we have assumed that the entropy of mixing, of both solid solutions and amorphous phases, is that corresponding to an ideal mixing, i.e. , b, S = -R (X" lnX"+XB lnXB ), (13) where R is the gas constant. (17) with y=5.
AHs'" is an elastic contribution due to the difference in atomic volume between solute and solvent metals. This term can be computed using classical elasticity theory. ' ' The result can be written in the following simple form X~XBhhs "(3 in B)bhs "(B in 2) X"bhs "( 3 in B)+XB Ah&'"(B in here. This is because the size effect, which is the primary factor controlling this concentration range (as Egami ' and Liou" have emphasized), is very strong in the alloys treated in this paper. For this reason AHs'" will not be considered. In addition there are technical reasons which make difficult the handling of AHs'". These will be brieAy discussed in Sec. IV.
All the above results allow us to obtain the free energies of the amorphous and solid phases of metallic systems. This is illustrated in the next section by considering some Zr-based alloys whose amorphization has been studied by several distinct techniques. 
IV. CALCULATIONS FOR Zr-BASED ALLOYS

